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Abstract

Conical wedge anchorages are frequently used to anchor steel tendons in prestressing
applications within the construction industry. To replace the steel tendons with non-
corrosive and low weight FRPs (Fiber Reinforced Polymers), the different mechanical
interactions between the steel and FRPs call for further development of the anchorage.

In this paper, we derive and examine an analytical model for the internal stresses and
strains within the anchorage for a prescribed presetting distance. This model is derived
from the theory of thick walled cylinders under the assumptions regarding plane stress
and axial symmetry. We simplify the resulting system of ten nonlinear equations and
derive a method for solving them numerically. A comparison of plotted results for three
different angles on the wedge’s outer surface and six different presetting distances follows.

These results are also compared to both axi-symmetric and 3D FE (Finite Element)
models. Analytical and FE axi-symmetric models show good correspondence, though
compared to the 3D FE model, they show a clear difference in the predicted radial stress
distribution on the FRP. Thus, the derived analytical model can be a useful and faster
alternative to FE modeling of axi-symmetric anchorages. However, the model is of more
restricted value and should be complemented by, for example, 3D FE models for other
designs.

Keywords: Wedge, Anchorage, Thick-walled cylinder, FE-Finite Element, Bisection
method, Prestress, FRP, Concrete
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2 2 RESEARCH IDENTIFICATION

1 Background

Concrete is a strong material as long as it is loaded in compression, but it can only carry one-
tenth of the same load in tension. Since the material is often used to span large distances and
support traffic loads (bridges, parking garages) or people and furniture in multi-story buildings,
it is also subjected to high tensile forces in the lower part of the beam/slab. This tension is
the reason why steel reinforcement is cast into the structure. To further increase capacity the
reinforcement can be tensioned before the concrete is cast and then released once the concrete
has hardened, thus also applying a compressive stress in the lower part of the beam/slab. With
this prestressing force applied, some of the load must be applied to return the lower part to
a state of zero stress; hence, the capacity of the structure concerning cracking and deflection
has been increased. Some of the most important literature written in the area of prestressing
is [CM91, LB82]. Today, an exchange of the steel strands used in prestressing applications is
being requested. Steel is generally highly corrosive and its weight makes it heavy to work with.
An excellent alternative that has emerged in the last 10–20 years is FRPs (Fibre Reinforced
Polymers), of which CFRP (Carbon FRP) is the most suitable concerning mechanical prop-
erties. CFRP is strong, stiff, resistant to environmental exposure and lightweight. However,
some development is necessary to industrialize this new application of the CFRP. Finding a
suitable anchorage that can grip the CFRP rod and handle the high tensile forces involved in
the prestressing process is critical. Unlike steel, FRPs are elastic until they rupture as well as
being weaker in the transversal direction than in the longitudinal. The first difference causes a
disability for the FRPs to redistribute stress concentrations caused by the internally threaded
conical wedges, traditionally used to anchor steel strands. Instead of the threads, all stresses
must be transferred by friction between two relatively smooth surfaces if a CFRP strand is
to be anchored. The second difference, the low transverse compressive capacity of the FRPs,
makes gripping even more difficult, since it does not allow an increase of the radial gripping
force above a certain value.

To date, research in the area has only been reported by two Canadian research groups. One
that in [SAS98] introduced a difference in angle between the conical outer faces of the wedges
and the inner conical face of the barrel. This difference causes the anchorage to first grip around
the CFRP-strand in the back of the anchorage, thus avoiding high principal stresses in the front
of the anchorage where the tensile stresses in the rod are greatest. A version of the developed
anchorage is then modeled and tested by the other research group in [AMSP01a, AMSP01b].
Later, this group also developed a new anchorage with a curved conical face, again to shift
initial transfer of stresses towards the back of the anchorage [AMSP06, AMSP07].

The work presented in this paper is inspired by these publications and the models used
therein. Emphasis is put on presenting a well-founded and verified solution to a problem closely
related to the analytical model suggested in [AMSP01a], designed for computing the variation of
radial pressure along the length of the anchorage. We also compare the results from differences
in angles between the barrel and wedges as well as a comparison with the corresponding results
for both an axi-symmetric and a 3D (Three-Dimensional) FE (Finite Element) model of the
anchorage. As assistance in the evaluation some of the results and findings are put side by side
with results from [AMSP01a, AMSP07] for further verification, or as a source for discussion.

2 Research Identification

For the reasons explained in last section, we have developed a conical wedge anchorage for
circular CFRP rods. These anchorages consist of an outer barrel in steel and three wedges in
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Figure 1: Cross-sections of anchorage during presetting and tensile loading phases.

aluminium. As tension is applied to the rod, the wedges are pulled into the barrel and grip
harder around the rod, thus increasing the capacity to transfer the load by friction. In this
research the presetting phase is further investigated, i.e. when the wedges are pushed slightly
into the barrel from behind to ensure that an initial grip exists when the tensile force is applied
to the rod. Figure 1 shows the setup in these two loading phases. Of note are the radial stresses
acting on the rod (denoted P1 from now on, see Figure 2). Since the longitudinal forces on the
rod decrease with the distance from the front of the anchorage, the barrel and wedge should be
designed to partially compensate for this with a radial stress P1 that increases from the front
to the back of the anchorage so that the total load is roughly constant.

Hence, how well an analytical model can describe the variation of radial stress onto the rod
along the length of the anchorage is of interest. If such a model is found reliable, it can then
be used to reshape and further develop the design of the anchorage. The analytical and finite
element models compared in this paper rely on the geometric and material properties listed in
Table 1, with geometrical notations from Figure 1. The subscripts o and i denote outer and
inner radii, and the subscripts A and B note the front and back ends of the anchorage. E is
the modulus of elasticity for each material and ν is the Poisson ratio.

3 Theory

Because parts of the anchorage are thick compared to their radii, the thin-walled cylinder theory
provides an insufficient description of the distribution of stresses. Instead, we propose a model
based on the thick-walled cylinder theory, where for a prescribed presetting distance ∆l, the
radial stresses and strains on each surface are calculated for each radial cross- section along the

Table 1: Geometrical and material properties
Part l [mm] roA [mm] riA [mm] roB [mm] riB [mm] δ [◦] θ [◦] Material ρ [kg/m3] E [GPa] ν [-]
Barrel 100 24.7 7.26 24.7 12.5 3 360 Steel 7800 210 0.3
Wedge 100 7.26, 7.08, 6.91a 4 12.5 4 3, 3.1, 3.2 360/110b Aluminium 2700 70 0.34
Rod 150 4 - 4 - - 360 CFRP 1610 10/165c 0.3d

a Three different angles on the outer surface of the wedges are used, which results in three different outer radii of the wedge in
point A.

b In the analytical and axi-symmetric FE-model one wedge cover 360◦ while three wedges cover 110◦ each in the 3D FE-model.
c In the FE-models the CFRP has the higher value on E in the longitudinal direction and the lower in the radial direction.
d We list ν only for the radial and circumferential stresses present in our analytical model.
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length of the anchorage.
The thick-walled cylinder theory is a 3D theory capable of producing closed analytical

solutions due to the limitations applied. Several publications on the subject of solid mechanics
include a derivation of the theory’s basic equations [BC95, Lun00]. [Wan53] provided the
inspiration in this paper to produce the set of equations solved. Also, [AMSP07, SS06] have
used the theory in different shapes to evaluate the behaviour of the anchorages.

3.1 Simplifications and limitations

Several important simplifications are built into the theory of thick-walled cylinders. These will
certainly influence the results and should be considered when interpreting the results.

3.1.1 Axial symmetry

Axial symmetry means that the medium modeled is consistent throughout the 360◦ describing
the circumference of a symmetry axis. For the CFRP rod and the barrel, this axis of symmetry
is positioned along the core of the rod. The anchorage is not axially symmetric, however,
because of the air gaps separating the three wedges (see Figure 1).

In assuming axial symmetry for the entire model, it is accordingly assumed that no air gap
exists and that one wedge spans the entire circumference. Hence, the wedge will handle forces
as an arch and the radial stresses onto the rod will decrease compared to a 3D case.

For calculation purposes, the consequences in assuming axial symmetry are that the forces
acting on faces normal to the circumferential direction are constant, or with the standard nota-
tion explained in Figure 10 (a) of Appendix A, σθ, τθr and τθl depend only on the longitudinal
position l in Figure 2. Similarly, all radial and circumferential displacements are constant
along the circumferential axis, but vary with l and in the radial direction (see Appendix A,
Figure 10 (b)).

3.1.2 Plane stress

This paper assumes the use of plane stress, i.e. no longitudinal stresses are present in the
model and σl = 0 (more extensively described in Appendix A, Figure 11). Consequently, the
anchorage is more or less described as a 2D (Two-Dimensional) model. The dimensions used
in the calculations are the radial and circumferential directions. A consequence is that one
calculation must be done at each point along the longitudinal axis where a result is sought.

These results are also independent from any stresses resulting from neighbouring sections;
thus, the materials are free to swell in the longitudinal direction without restrictions.

In mathematical terms, the simplification means that all shear forces acting in the longitudi-
nal direction are equal to zero, i.e. τrl = τθl = 0; hence, τlr = τlθ = 0. Further, no compatibility
equation in the longitudinal direction is necessary, since the strain will be constant in the
longitudinal direction for a point in the r − θ plane.

3.1.3 Elastic and isotropic materials

Metallic materials generally have a plastic behaviour, where the material after a certain amount
of strain deforms more rapidly without increasing the capability of resisting stresses, but merely
keeps it constant. By assuming elastic materials no such limit exists, i.e. the material will
experience a linearly increasing stress with increasing strain and the parameter governing this
relation is the modulus of elasticity, E.
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This assumption will keep the deformations relatively small without the material having
any limit concerning what stress it can handle.

In reality, the metals are isotropic and perfectly described by this assumption. However,
CFRP is strongly orthotropic with a stiff behaviour in the longitudinal direction, along the
fibres, and softer in the radial direction. In this analytical model the transverse property is
used, since only stresses in the radial and circumferential directions are present.

4 Analytical results assuming axial symmetry

Assuming axial symmetry, we want to compute the new surface radii nk and the pressures Pk

at longitudinal position l, as depicted in Figure 2. At this longitudinal position, the wedge is
compressed from inner and outer radii rwi and rwo to the new radii n1 and n2. Similarly, the
original barrel inner and outer radii rbi and rbo at this cross-section have changed to n2 (for rbi)
and n3 (for rbo). For the rod, finally, the original radius rro is compressed to the new radius n1.
Note that with this terminology, everywhere where the wedge’s outer surface and the barrel’s
inner surface touch, rwo ≥ rbi and rwi = rro.

Appendix A shows how a plane stress scenario and the application of Hooke’s generalized
law to an infinitesimal 3D-element gives the following relationship between these radii and
pressures, with the notations Er and νr for Young’s modulus and the Poisson ratio of the rod,
Ew and νw for the wedge and Eb and νb for the barrel:

Unknowns

rro − n1 =P1n1
1− νr
Er

P1, n1 (1a)

rwi − n1 =
n1

Ew(n2
2 − n2

1)
(2P2n

2
2 − P1((1− νw)n

2
1 + (1 + νw)n

2
2)) P1, P2, n1, n2 (1b)

rwo − n2 =
n2

Ew(n2
2 − n2

1)
(P2((1− νw)n

2
2 + (1 + νw)n

2
1)− 2P1n

2
1) P1, P2, n1, n2 (1c)

rbi − n2 =−
P2n2

Eb(n
2
3 − n2

2)
((1− νb)n

2
2 + (1 + νb)n

2
3) P2, n2, n3 (1d)

rbo − n3 =−
2P2n

2
2n3

Eb(n
2
3 − n2

2)
P2, n2, n3 (1e)

We solve equations (1) in the following five steps:

Figure 2: After setting of the wedge with a distance ∆l, we want to compute the new surface
radii nk and the the pressures Pk at longitudinal position l. Note from the setup that P3 = 0.
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1. From equation (1a) we get

n1(P1) =
Errro

Er + P1(1− νr)
. (2a)

2. From (1b) and the fact that n2 > 0, we get

Ew(rwi − n1)(n
2
2 − n2

1) =n1(2P2n
2
2 − P1((1− νw)n

2
1 + (1 + νw)n

2
2)

Ew(rwi − n1)n
2
2 − Ew(rwi − n1)n

2
1 =(2P2 − P1(1 + νw))n1n

2
2 − P1(1− νw)n

3
1

(Ew(rwi − n1)− (2P2 − P1(1 + νw))n1)n
2
2 =Ew(rwi − n1)n

2
1 − P1(1− νw)n

3
1

n2(P1, P2) =

√
Ewrwi − (Ew + P1(1− νw))n1(P1)

Ewrwi + (P1(1 + νw)− 2P2 − Ew)n1(P1)
n1(P1).

(2b)

3. From equation (1d) and the fact that n3 > 0, we get

Eb(rbi − n2)(n
2
3 − n2

2) =− P2n2((1− νb)n
2
2 + (1 + νb)n

2
3)

Eb(rbi − n2)n
2
3 − Eb(rbi − n2)n

2
2 =− P2(1− νb)n

3
2 − P2n2(1 + νb)n

2
3

(Eb(rbi − n2) + P2n2(1 + νb))n
2
3 =Eb(rbi − n2)n

2
2 − P2(1− νb)n

3
2

n3(P1, P2) =

√
Ebrbi − (Eb + P2(1− νb))n2(P1, P2)

Ebrbi + (P2(1 + νb)−Eb)n2(P1, P2)
n2(P1, P2).

(2c)

4. Equations (1c) and (1e) give the system of equations





f(P1, P2)
def
=Ew(rwo − n2(P1, P2))(n2(P1, P2)

2 − n1(P1)
2)

+
(
2P1n1(P1)

2 − P2

[
(1− νw)n2(P1, P2)

2 + (1 + νw)n1(P1)
2
])

n2(P1, P2) = 0

g(P1, P2)
def
=Eb(rbo − n3(P1, P2))(n3(P1, P2)

2 − n2(P1, P2)
2)

+ 2P2n2(P1, P2)
2n3(P1, P2) = 0

(2d)

5. A numerical solution of (2d) gives the pressures P1 and P2 that are inserted in (2a)–(2c).

As explained in Section 2, of the computed parameters P1, P2, n1, n2 and n3, the radial stress
P1 onto the rod is of main interest. Therefore, we will choose to plot P1 in our comparisons.

Remark 1. Equations (2b) and (2c) make sense only for P1 and P2 such that the right-hand sides
contain square roots of something positive. Let P0 be the set of all such (P1, P2). Without any
additional information, the solution of (2d) must be expected to be anywhere inside P0, but for
numerical algorithms to work, caution is needed to not search outside or even on the boundary
of P0, since both n2 and n3 have singularities at boundary points where the denominators in
(2b) or (2c) vanish. Thus, it is necessary to compute P0 in terms of certain somewhat technical
but easily implemented conditions on P1 and P2, which is the topic of Section 4.1, where we
compute the subset P of P0 obtained under an additional restriction (4) to possible values of
P1.

Remark 2. For the original physical setup in Figure 2, there is of course exactly one unique
solution (P1, P2) for any given ∆l and l. Our derivation of equations (1) in Appendix A contains
only three simplifying assumptions: Axial symmetry, plane stress and linear elasticity. However,
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this only means to assume a slightly different physical setup that also clearly has exactly one
unique solution. This existence and uniqueness is an important underlying assumption in our
numerical solution of (2d), so the just described observation saves us from deriving some kind
of mathematical proof of the existence of a unique solution of (2d) under the conditions derived
in Section 4.1 (or other conditions), which probably would have been a rather challenging task.

4.1 The set P containing the solution of (2d) but no singularities

We summarize some immediate conditions in (3) before choosing an interval for P1 in (4) and
finally, for P1 fixed, express the set P (defined in Remark 1) in terms of conditions on (P1 and)
P2 in Proposition 1–3.

It is clear from the physical setup, geometry and typical material properties that

P1, P2 ≥ 0, (3a)

Eb, Er, Ew, rbi, rbo, rro, rwi, rwo, n1, n2, n3 > 0, (3b)

rwi = rro, (3c)

rbi ≤ n2(P1, P2) ≤ rwo, (3d)

rbo ≤ n3(P1, P2) ≤ rwo + (rbo − rbi), (3e)

−1 ≤ νr ≤ 1/2, −1 ≤ νw ≤ 1/2 and − 1 ≤ νb ≤ 1/2. (3f)

We find an upper bound for P1 by observing in figures 2 and 3 that if the wedge is pushed
in a distance ∆l, the new radius n1 of the rod must certainly have a lower bound

n1 ≥ n⋆
1

def
= rro −∆l tan(δw). (4a)

Hence, we have from (2a) and (3f) that

n⋆
1 ≤n1 =

Errro
Er + P1(1− νr)

n⋆
1Er + n⋆

1P1(1− νr) ≤Errro

P1 ≤
Er(rro − n⋆

1)

n⋆
1(1− νr)

(4b)

For any such P1, the following three propositions narrow down the search area to P. All proofs
follow in Appendix B. Equations (5) are conditions on P2/P1 for (2b) to contain the square
root of something positive:

Proposition 1. Suppose that (3) holds and P1 > 0. Then n2(P1,P2)
n1(P1)

is an increasing function of
P2

P1
well-defined by (2b) if

0 ≤
P2

P1

<
Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

2Er

and Ew >
1− νw
1− νr

Er. (5a)

Figure 3: The barrel and wedge cross-sections in Figure 2 have different angles δb and δw ≥ δb
before the setting of the wedge.
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Similarly, n2(P1,P2)
n1(P1)

is a decreasing function of P2

P1
well-defined by (2b) if

P2

P1

>
Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

2Er

and Ew <
1− νw
1− νr

Er (5b)

In both these cases,

n2(P1, P2)

n1(P1)
=

√∣∣∣∣
Ew(1− νr)− Er(1− νw)

Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

∣∣∣∣
1√∣∣∣1− 2Er

(Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw))
P2

P1

∣∣∣
. (6)

Moreover, if Ew = 1−νw
1−νr

Er, then
P2

P1
= 1

2
Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

Er
and n2(P1,P2)

n1(P1)
depends in a more com-

plicated way on the different parameters in (1) (explained in more detail in the proof).

Next, the following condition (7) guarantees that also (2c) contains the square root of
something positive.

Proposition 2. Suppose that (5a) or (5b) holds. Under the constraints (3), for n3 to be
well-defined by (2c), the constraints (3d) need to be sharpened to

0 < P2 <
Eb

1 + νb
and

Ebrbi
Eb − P2(1 + νb)

< n2(P1, P2) ≤ rwo (7)

Finally, we can reformulate (7) into the following bounds only on P2:

Proposition 3. Suppose that (3) holds and P1 > 0. Define

h(P1)
def
=

Ew(1− νr)−Er(1− νw)

E2
br

2
bi(Er + P1(1− νr))2

Err
2
roP1, (8)

a(P1)
def
=

1

h(P1)(1 + νb)2
−

Eb

1 + νb
and b(P1)

def
=

E2
b

(1 + νb)2
−

Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

Erh(P1)(1 + νb)2
P1.

Then n3 is well-defined by (2c) if and only if (5a) is sharpened to the following bounds on P2:

1. If Ew > 1−νw
1−νr

Er, then

0 < P2 < min

(
Eb

1 + νb
,

(
Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

Er
−

Ew(1− νr)−Er(1− νw)

(Er + P1(1− νr))2
Er

r2ro
r2wo

)
P1

2

)
.

(9a)

Moreover, for the polynomial PP1(x)
def
= x2 + 2a(P1)x+ b(P1), it must also hold that

PP1(−a(P1)) > 0 or P2 < −a(P1)−
√
a(P1)2 − b(P1)

or P2 > −a(P1) +
√

a(P1)2 − b(P1).
(9b)

2. If Ew < 1−νw
1−νr

Er, then (9b) must hold and

(
Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

Er
−

Ew(1− νr)− Er(1− νw)

(Er + P1(1− νr))2
Er

r2ro
r2wo

)
P1

2
< P2 <

Eb

1 + νb
. (10)

3. If Ew = 1−νw
1−νr

Er, then
P2

P1
= 1

2
Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

Er
.
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Figure 4: For fixed P1, zeros of f and g are found by using the bisection method in the interval
specified in Propositions 1–3.

4.2 The algorithm and numerical results

We have now computed the borderlines of a set P big enough to contain the unique solution of
equations (2) and small enough for all the singularities of n2 and n3 to be on the boundary of
P but not in P, thus guaranteeing that the analyzed functions (2) are continuous on P. For
different fixed P1, our numerical solution of (2d) is based on computing separate solutions of
f = 0 and g = 0 using the bisection method. This is possible because f and g as functions of P2

always attain both positive and negative values and both have one unique zero-crossing. This
is most easily understood from a physical interpretation of equations (2) for any fixed (P1, P2)
in P:

1. If radial pressure P1 is applied to a rod with radius rro, then (2a) tells the resulting new
radius n1(P1). (Via (18b) and Figure 12 in the proofs.)

2. Choose a wedge with inner radius rwi = rro and with outer radius (at longitudal distance
l) r̃wo = r̃wo(P1, P2, rwi) such that applying the radial pressures P1 and P2 to the inner
and outer surfaces, respectively, gives the new inner radius n1(P1). Then (2b) gives the
resulting new outer radius n2(P1, P2). (Via (18d) and Figure 13 in the proofs.)

3. Next choose a barrel with inner radius rbi and outer radius r̃bo = r̃bo(P1, P2, rbi) such that
applying radial pressure P2 to the inner surface gives the new inner radius n2(P1, P2).
Then (2c) gives the new resulting outer radius n3(P1, P2). (Via (18h) and Figure 14 in
the proofs.)

4. Finally, equations (2d) are exactly the conditions on P1, P2 that give r̃wo = rwo and
r̃bo = rbo. (Via equations (18f),(18i) and figures 13–14.)

For only P1 fixed, r̃wo = rwo corresponds to choosing P2 such that f(P1, P2) = 0. From
item 2 in this list we understand that this P2 is unique and that with small adjustments
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of it, we can get both r̃wo < rwo and r̃wo > rwo, corresponding to f > 0 and f < 0,
respectively.

Exactly the same reasoning for item 3 and r̃bo gives that for P1 fixed, there is a unique
P2 giving g = 0 and small adjustments of this P2 gives g < 0 and g > 0, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the boundary of P as well as the the lines f(P1, P2) = 0 and g(P1, P2) = 0 for
one of the investigated choices of input parameters. Note that the sought solution, the crossing
of those two lines, is quite close to the singularities at the boundary. This is why it is important
to know the exact location of this boundary, which we derived in propositions 1–3. Note also
that the lines f(P1, P2) = 0 and g(P1, P2) = 0 not always are inside P. Hence one important
step in the following algorithm is to strengthen the condition (4) to restrict P1 to a smaller
interval [L,R] inside which both of the lines crosses and are in P, such as the choice of [L,R]
indicated in Figure 4. Once that is done, a bisection approach can be used on the interval
[L,R] until it is short enough to give the solution of f(P1, P2) = g(P1, P2) = 0 with the desired
numerical precision. Thus we get the following

Algorithm

1. For N different and equally spaced choices of P1 in the interval given by equations (4),
do the following (N = 10 in our implementation).

(a) Compute the endpoints of the intervals of all P2 such that (P1, P2) is in P, as given
by Proposition 3.

(b) For u(P2) = f(P1, P2) and u(P2) = g(P1, P2) (as defined in (2d)), do the following: If
u has different sign at the endpoints of one of the just computed intervals (or rather
immediately inside the endpoints, say, as close to potential borderline singularities
as machine precision allows, see Appendix C.1), then u has a zero inside P. In that
case, use the bisection method on P2 to solve the corresponding equation u = 0.

2. If necessary, repeat step 1 for additional (denser sampled) values of P1 until a subinterval
[L,R] is found such that both f(L, ·), f(R, ·), g(L, ·) and r(R, ·) have zerocrossings inside
P and such that the lines f(P1, P2) = 0 and g(P1, P2) = 0 cross for some P1 in [L,R],
that is, L and R must be such that there are zero crossings

f(L, aL) = g(L, bL) = f(R, aR) = g(R, bR) = 0,

such that aL − bL and aR − bR have different signs.

3. Continue repeating step 1 with P1 restricted to shorter and shorter such intervals [L,R]
until the joint zero of f and g is found with desired numerical precision.

For a complete and fully detailed description of this algorithm, a Matlab implementation
is included and described in Appendix C.

Numerical results

For the radial and circumferential direction material parameters listed in Table 1, 1−νw
1−νr

Er =
1−0.34
1−0.3

∗ 10 < 9.43 < 70 = Ew, so only conditions (4) and (9) are needed to compute the results
presented in this paper. Figure 5 shows the longitudinal variation of the radial stress onto the
rod computed with our Matlab implementation of the just described algorithm. Figure 5 (a)
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Figure 5: The dependence of P1 on l with the analytical model of Section 4. (a) Various δw
and ∆l = 5. (b) Various ∆l and δw = 3.1◦.

Figure 6: Axi-symmetric FE-model.

shows the dependence of P1 on l for a constant presetting distance of ∆l = 5 mm and various
angles on the wedge’s outer surface. Similarly, Figure 5 (b) shows the corresponding pressures
for six different presetting distances ∆l with a given wedge angle δw = 3.1◦. All of these plots
show that the analytical model transfers more stress towards the back of the anchorage when
the difference in the angle between the barrel’s inner surface and the wedge’s outer surface
increases. The model also predicts an increase in overall radial stress with increased presetting
distance. Both of these results are expected.

5 Axi-symmetric FEM

To verify the analytical results, a FE-model with the same material and geometrical properties
was created. The difference is the assumption of plane stress in the analytical solution; in the
FE-model no such simplification is included. In the former, the wedge to be pushed into the
barrel can instead be seen as growing in the radial direction, though it is positioned at the same
longitudinal position. It can be seen as a structure that is infinitely short in the longitudinal
direction with a growing radial size of the wedge, thus allowing for the materials to expand freely
in the longitudinal direction. The FE-model is on the other hand modeled with the complete
wedge pushed into the barrel. This creates longitudinal stresses that somewhat counteract the
longitudinal expansion of the materials as they are compressed in the radial direction.

5.1 Model

The model is created and analysed with a nonlinear geometry analysis in Abaqus Standard
6.7-1. Geometry, element distribution, boundary conditions and application of the presetting
force are seen in Figure 6. All elements are of the type ”CAX4R”, i.e. a 4-node axisymmetric
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Figure 7: Radial stress P1 along the rod for three different wedge outer angles δw. FEM results.
(a) Axisymmetric FEM. (b) 3D FEM.

quadrilateral element with reduced integration and hourglass control. In the rod-wedge inter-
face, rough frictional behaviour is applied, which here can be assumed to be a tied behaviour. In
the wedge-barrel interface, a frictionless interaction is applied. Setting the longitudinal motion
of the barrels front end to zero throughout the loading provides counteraction. Prescribing a
linearly increasing intrusion of the wedge into the anchorage provides the presetting. Three
different wedge angles are used, 3.0◦, 3.1◦ and 3.2◦, and the final intrusion of the wedge is set
to 5 mm.

5.2 Results

For a fixed inner barrel angle of 3.0◦ and wedges with varying outer angles, the axisymmetric
FE-model gives the radial stresses shown in Figure 7 (a). When the wedge has the same angle
as the barrel, 3.0◦, the highest radial stresses appear at the front of the anchorage, where the
wedge has its thin end. Through the increasing difference in angle, less stress is experienced at
the front of the anchorage. When the difference is 0.2◦ no stress can be detected in the first 20
mm of the anchorage. For all cases plotted in Figure 7, the stresses onto the rod at the back of
the anchorage are similar in amplitude.

6 3D FEM

3D models are more complicated to create and require higher computational costs. By also
finding symmetry in these cases, the workload may be lowered several times. In this case, with
the axisymmetric rod and barrels and three wedges with three spacings in between, the model
can be reduced to 1/6 of its original size.

6.1 Model

The minimized 3D model is achieved by one cut along the anchorage at the centre of one wedge
and one cut at the centre of an adjacent spacing. Along the created surfaces no displacement
is allowed perpendicular to the surfaces. All nodes are allowed to displace in the longitudinal
and radial directions, thus creating a set of boundary conditions identical to the axi-symmetric
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Figure 8: Front view of the 3D model.

Figure 9: (a) Comparison of the examined models for ∆l = 5 mm and δw = 3.1◦. (b) Pressure
applied to the back of the wedge for ∆l = 5 mm in the different FE-models.

case. Figure 8 shows the created model. Table 1 presents the remaining geometries and material
properties used. Elements used are of the type “C3D8R”, i.e. an 8 node linear brick element
with reduced integration and hourglass control. The application of loads, frictional behaviours,
nonlinear geometry and variations of differences in angle are identical to the cases described for
the axi-symmetric model.

6.2 Results

To receive a correct value of the radial stress in each section along the rod, which can be
compared with the values from the analytical solution and the axi-symmetric FE- model, an
average of the stresses in the radial direction must be calculated. This value is based upon
the 11 nodes on the rod, which in each longitudinal section are in contact with the wedge.
Accordingly, the only free node is not included. Figure 7 (b) shows the average pressures for
the three different outer angles of the wedges used in the analysis.

7 Results and discussion

Figure 9 (a) shows the longitudinal distribution of radial stresses onto the CFRP rod for the
analytical axi-symmetric model, the FE axi-symmetric model and the FE 3D model. In this
Figure, ∆l is fixed at 5 mm and the outer angle δw of the wedge is 3.1◦. For this longitu-
dinal distribution, there is a distinct correspondence between the analytical model and the
axi-symmetric numerical model, but also a small difference in amplitude. This difference is
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likely due to the plane stress assumption that our analytical model relies on, which removes the
longitudinal confinement (see Figure 11, Appendix A) and thus a substantial part of the radial
pressure. Contradictory to this, [AMSP01a, AMSP07] present results where the radial pressure
is higher in the analytical model than the axi-symmetric FE-model. The assumptions in the
models are to some extent different between the models presented therein and in this paper.
While the models in this paper use elastic properties for all materials, [AMSP01a, AMSP07] use
plastic properties for an inner sleeve positioned between the rod and the wedges. It should also
be noted that the wedges in [AMSP01a, AMSP07] are made by steel and that the geometry has
been altered in [AMSP07]. It seems as if the results are highly dependent on the assumptions
made in the creation of the models and that a perfect correlation in the shape of the pressure
distribution as well as the size of it might be difficult to achieve.

When comparing the axi-symmetric models to the numerical 3D model, and to the offset
most likely caused by the plane stress assumption, there is now a bigger difference in both the
shape and amplitude of the stress distribution curve. The 3D model produces stronger radial
stresses onto the rod than the axi-symmetric models, and shows a higher rate of increase of the
radial stress P1 towards the back of the anchorage. We believe that these differences are due to
the lack of circumferential confinement for the wedges in the 3D-model. This lack of confinement
reduces the capacity to carry stresses through arching, which becomes more pronounced where
the material is thicker and thus capable of carrying larger stresses in the circumferential direction
when axial symmetry is assumed. In [AMSP07] this lack of correspondence is overcome by
making the barrel infinitely stiff in the analytical model, thus forcing the wedges to deform
inwards and create a higher pressure onto the rod. By doing so they reach an agreement between
the models which can not be found if the models are created with the same geometrical and
mechanical assumptions.

In Figure 9 (b), note that although the axi-symmetric model results in less radial pressure
onto the rod, the energy put into the system is higher. The values are calculated as a weighted
average on the longitudinal pressure experienced by the back of the wedge, as it has been pushed
5 mm into the barrel. It is also noted that a 5 mm slip requires more force if the inner surface
of the barrel and the outer surfaces of the wedges are aligned than if they are manufactured
with a small difference in angle.

8 Conclusions

Based upon results from the analytical and numerical models the following conclusions can be
made:

• In the numerical solution of the system of equations from the derived analytical model, the
main numerical complication was the need to find the roots (zeros) of two functions rather
close to singularities of the same functions. However, after computing the exact location
of the boundary containing these singularities, finding the roots using, for example, the
bisection method was a rather straightforward task.

• The derived analytical model predicts the behaviour of an axi-symmetric anchorage well
up to an offset that is most likely caused by the underlying plane stress assumption.
Hence, the analytical model can be a useful and faster alternative to the axi-symmetric
FE model when searching for an anchorage design that gives the desired distribution of
the pressures P1 on the rod.
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• The axi-symmetric and 3D models give longitudinal distributions of the radial stresses
that differ both in the shape and amplitude of this distribution. Therefore, neither the
analytical nor the FE axi-symmetric model can accurately describe the 3D behavior of a
conical wedge anchorage.

• Axi-symmetric representations of the conical wedge anchorage require a larger presetting
force to set 5 mm compared to 3D models. A similar observation is made concerning the
difference in angle, where a larger difference requires less presetting force.
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A Deriving equations (1)

A.1 The mathematical model

Figure 10 (a) shows the forces acting on an infinitesimal element. Due to symmetry, forces
acting in the longitudinal (l) and circumferential (θ) directions are of equal size on opposite
surfaces. In a plane stress scenario, σl, τlr and τlθ are of the same size at the opposite surfaces,
see Figure 11 (c). This is the approximation of the actual setup in Figure 11 (a) that we will
use. Note, however that the plane strain assumption depicted in Figure 11 (b) in fact results in
exactly the same mathematical model with only some modifications to a few material constants,

Figure 10: (a) Stress forces σx and shear forces τxy acting on an infinitesimal 3-element,with
x denoting the surface and y the direction. (b) Displacement of an infinitesimal element in a
state of rotational symmetry.

Figure 11: (a) The forces acting on a cross section of the wedge. (b) One simplification of this
scenario is to assume the wedge as fixed between two walls and subjected to forces only in the
radial direction so that the strain εl = 0 and σl is nonzero and varying. This is called plane
strain. (c) Another simplified scenario is the plane stress scenario with unrestricted expansion
in the longitudinal direction and uniform force distribution in the radial direction such that εl
is varying and σl = τrl = τθl = 0.
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as explained in Remark 3, page 21. Thus this appendix does in fact treat both those scenarios
simultaneously.

By summing all forces in radial direction, we get

0 = σr∆l · r∆θ−

(
σr +

∂σr

∂r
∆r

)
∆l · (r +∆r)∆θ + 2σθ sin

(
∆θ

2

)
∆l∆r

+τθr cos

(
∆θ

2

)
∆l∆r − τθr cos

(
∆θ

2

)
∆l∆r

+τlr∆r
r∆θ + (r +∆r)∆θ

2
− τlr∆r

r∆θ + (r +∆r)∆θ

2

= σr∆lr∆θ−

(
σr +

∂σr

∂r
∆r

)
∆l(r +∆r)∆θ + 2σθ sin

(
∆θ

2

)
∆l∆r.

Division by ∆l∆θ gives

σrr −

(
σr +

∂σr

∂r
∆r

)
(r +∆r) + σθ

sin
(
∆θ
2

)

∆θ
2

∆r =0,

−σr∆r −
∂σr

∂r
∆r(r +∆r) + σθ

sin
(
∆θ
2

)

∆θ
2

∆r =0, (Divide by r∆r)

σr

r
+

∂σr

∂r

(
1 +

∆r

r

)
−

σθ

r

sin
(
∆θ
2

)

∆θ
2

=0, (Let (∆r,∆θ) → (0, 0))

∂σr

∂r
+

σr − σθ

r
=0 (11)

For l fixed we will now derive the formula (17) below for the radial displacement u = u(r, l)
of an infinitesimal element, with positive sign denoting displacements away from the centre, as
indicated in Figure 10 (b). The resulting radial and circumferential strains εr and εθ at radius
r + u(r, l) are defined as the change in length divided by the total length:

εr =

(
u+ ∂u

∂r
∆r
)
− u

∆r
=

∂u

∂r
and εθ =

(r + u)∆θ − r∆θ

r∆θ
=

u

r
(12)

These are connected to the stresses σr, σθ and σl at radius r + u(r, l) via Hooke’s generalized
law

εr =
σr − ν(σθ + σl)

E
, εθ =

σθ − ν(σr + σl)

E
and εl =

σl − ν(σr + σθ)

E
,

with E being Young’s modulus and ν the Poisson ratio. Under the assumption of plane stress,
σl = 0, so that

εr =
σr − νσθ

E
, εθ =

σθ − νσr

E
and εl = −

ν(σr + σθ)

E
. (13)

Insertion of (12) in (13) gives





∂u

∂r
=
σr − νσθ

E
,

u

r
=
σθ − νσr

E
,

or equivalently,





σr =
E

1− ν2

(
∂u

∂r
+ ν

u

r

)
,

σθ =
E

1− ν2

(
u

r
+ ν

∂u

∂r

)
,

(14)
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where u = u(r, l), σr = σr(r + u(r, l), l) and σθ = σθ(r + u(r, l), l). Insertion in (11) gives

0 =
E

1− ν2

∂

∂r

(
∂u

∂r
+ ν

u

r

)
+

E
1−ν2

(
∂u
∂r

+ ν u
r

)
− E

1−ν2

(
u
r
+ ν ∂u

∂r

)

r

0 =
∂

∂r

(
∂u

∂r
+ ν

u

r

)
+

∂u
∂r

+ ν u
r
−
(
u
r
+ ν ∂u

∂r

)

r

=
d2u

dr2
+

ν

r

∂u

∂r
− ν

u

r2
+

1

r

∂u

∂r
+ ν

u

r2
−

u

r2
−

ν

r

∂u

∂r
=

d2u

dr2
+

1

r

∂u

∂r
−

u

r2

=
d2u

dr2
+

∂

∂r

u

r
=

∂

∂r

(
1

r

(
r
∂u

∂r
+ u

))
=

∂

∂r

(
1

r

∂

∂r
(ur)

)

∂

∂r
(ur) =Cr

ur =C
r2

2
+ C2

u(r) =C1r +
C2

r
, C1

def
=

C

2
. (15)

Insertion in (14) gives





σr =
E

1− ν2

(
∂(C1r +

C2

r
)

∂r
+ ν

C1r +
C2

r

r

)
=

E

1− ν2

(
(1 + ν)C1 −

(1− ν)C2

r2

)

σθ =
E

1− ν2

(
C1r +

C2

r

r
+ ν

∂(C1r +
C2

r
)

∂r

)
=

E

1− ν2

(
(1 + ν)C1 +

(1− ν)C2

r2

)
.

Recall from Figure 10 that for stresses σx, a positive sign means stretching/expansion, whereas
for pressures we follow the convention that positive signs means compression. Hence, for a
wedge, barrel or rod with an inner radius ri = ri(l) (ri = 0 for the rod) and outer radius
ro = ro(l), we obtain the boundary conditions

σr(ri + u(ri, l), l) = −pi and σr(ro + u(ro, l), l) = −po (16)

for compressive pressures (pi, po > 0) in radial direction at the inner and outer surface, respec-
tively:





E

1− ν2

(
(1 + ν)C1 −

(1− ν)C2

r2i

)
=− pi

E

1− ν2

(
(1 + ν)C1 −

(1− ν)C2

r2o

)
=− po,

⇐⇒





C1 =
1− ν

E

pir
2
i − por

2
o

r2o − r2i

C2 =
1 + ν

E

(pi − po)(riro)
2

r2o − r2i
.

The only difference for the rod is that C2 = 0 (or we would have infinite displacements in the
centre), so that we only have the second of these boundary conditions. For all these cases (with
(ri = 0) for the rod), insertion into (15) gives

u(r, l) =
1− ν

E

pir
2
i − por

2
o

r2o − r2i
r +

1 + ν

E

(pi − po)(riro)
2

r2o − r2i

1

r
, (17)

where the entire dependence on l is contained in the boundary conditions via po = po(l),
pi = pi(l), ro = ro(l) and ri = ri(l).
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Figure 12: Deformation of the rod during the setting of the wedge.

The left-hand side of Figure 12 shows the pressure P1 acting on the rod, compressing it from
radius rro to the radius n1 in Figure 2 (page 5). The resulting surface displacement is

uro
def
= n1 − rro, (18a)

with positive sign indicating a displacement away from the centre, as in Figure 10 (b).
Now recall that in (17), ri(l) and ro(l) are the surface radii before the surface displacement

and, from (16), that pi and po are the pressures at radius ri+u(ri, l) and ro+u(ro, l), respectively.
Thus, a direct application of (17) to the left-hand half of Figure 12 gives

uro = u(rro)|ν=νr,E=Er,po=P1,ri=0,ro=rro
= P1rro

1− νr
Er

.

In order to rather get equations in the unknown radii n1, n2 and n3, we will from now on assume
all materials to be linearly elastic with the same modulus of elasticity both in compression and
tension. Then, instead of the pressure P1 compressing the rod outer radius rro to outer radius
n1, it can be equally stated that the pressure −P1 would expand a rod of outer radius n1 to
outer radius rro, as indicated in the right-hand half of Figure 12. With this interchange of the
roles of rro and n1, (17) gives uro in terms of the unknown radius n1:

−uro = u(n1)|ν=νr,E=Er,po=−P1,ri=0,ro=n1
= P1n1

1− νr
Er

. (18b)

It remains to repeat the same argument for first the wedge and then the barrel. Figure 13 shows
the radii of and pressures acting on the wedge inner and outer surfaces. The displacement of
the inner surface is

uwi
def
= n1 − rwi. Note: We will always have rwi = rro, that is, uwi = uro. (18c)

Figure 13: Deformation of the wedge during its setting.
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Hence, (17) gives that

−uwi = u(n1)|ν=νw,E=Ew,pi=−P1,po=−P2,ri=n1,ro=n2

=
1− νw
Ew

−P1n
2
1 + P2n

2
2

n2
2 − n2

1

n1 +
1 + νw
Ew

(−P1 + P2)(n1n2)
2

n2
2 − n2

1

1

n1

=
n1

Ew(n
2
2 − n2

1)
((1− νw)(P2n

2
2 − P1n

2
1) + (1 + νw)(P2 − P1)n

2
2)

=
n1

Ew(n2
2 − n2

1)
(2P2n

2
2 − P1((1− νw)n

2
1 + (1 + νw)n

2
2)). (18d)

Similarly, for the outer surface displacement,

uwo
def
=n2 − rwo and (18e)

−uwo = u(n2)|ν=νw,E=Ew,pi=−P1,po=−P2,ri=n1,ro=n2

=
1− νw
Ew

−P1n
2
1 + P2n

2
2

n2
2 − n2

1

n2 +
1 + νw
Ew

(−P1 + P2)(n1n2)
2

n2
2 − n2

1

1

n2

=
n2

Ew(n2
2 − n2

1)
((1− νw)(P2n

2
2 − P1n

2
1) + (1 + νw)(P2 − P1)n

2
1)

=
n2

Ew(n2
2 − n2

1)
(P2((1− νw)n

2
2 + (1 + νw)n

2
1)− 2P1n

2
1). (18f)

For the barrel inner surface in Figure 14,

ubi
def
=n2 − rbi and (18g)

−ubi = u(n2)|ν=νb,E=Eb,pi=−P2,po=0,ri=n2,ro=n3

=
1− νb
Eb

−P2n
2
2

n2
3 − n2

2

n2 +
1 + νb
Eb

−P2(n2n3)
2

n2
3 − n2

2

1

n2

=−
P2n2

Eb(n
2
3 − n2

2)
((1− νb)n

2
2 + (1 + νb)n

2
3). (18h)

In the same way for the barrel outer surface,

ubo
def
= n3 − rbo − ubo = u(n3)|ν=νb,E=Eb,pi=−P2,po=0,ri=n2,ro=n3

=
1− νb
Eb

−P2n
2
2

n2
3 − n2

2

n3 +
1 + νb
Eb

−P2(n2n3)
2

n2
3 − n2

2

1

n3

=−
P2n

2
2n3

Eb(n2
3 − n2

2)
(1− νb + 1 + νb) = −

2P2n
2
2n3

Eb(n2
3 − n2

2)
. (18i)

Figure 14: Deformation of the barrel during the setting of the wedge.
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We have now derived a system of 10 equations (18) in 10 unknowns, which, after pairwise
combination of equations with the same left-hand side, can be rearranged as follows:

Unknowns

rro − n1 =P1n1
1− νr
Er

P1, n1 (19a)

rwi − n1 =
n1

Ew(n2
2 − n2

1)
(2P2n

2
2 − P1((1− νw)n

2
1 + (1 + νw)n

2
2)) P1, P2, n1, n2 (19b)

rwo − n2 =
n2

Ew(n
2
2 − n2

1)
(P2((1− νw)n

2
2 + (1 + νw)n

2
1)− 2P1n

2
1) P1, P2, n1, n2 (19c)

rbi − n2 =−
P2n2

Eb(n
2
3 − n2

2)
((1− νb)n

2
2 + (1 + νb)n

2
3) P2, n2, n3 (19d)

rbo − n3 =−
2P2n

2
2n3

Eb(n2
3 − n2

2)
P2, n2, n3 (19e)

uro
def
=n1 − rro uro, n1 (19f)

uwi
def
=n1 − rwi uwi, n1 (19g)

uwo
def
=n2 − rwo uwo, n2 (19h)

ubi
def
=n2 − rbi ubi, n2 (19i)

ubo
def
=n3 − rbo ubo, n3 (19j)

Hence, only the five equations (19a)–(19e) in five unknowns have to be solved, and the equations
(19f)–(19j) then immediately result in the corresponding displacements.

Remark 3. The plane stress assumption is of main interest for us, but the fact that εr and εθ
get an almost identical form under a plane strain assumption is interesting. In fact, we then
have εl = 0, which upon insertion into the equation for εl gives σl = ν(σr + σθ), so that the
equations for εr and εθ become

εr =
σr − ν(σθ + ν(σr + σθ))

E
=

(1− ν2)(σr − νσθ
1+ν
1−ν2

)

E

εθ =
σθ − ν(σr + ν(σr + σθ))

E
=

(1− ν2)(σθ − νσr
1+ν
1−ν2

)

E
.

Hence the plane strain correspondence to (13) is

εr =
σr − ν∗σθ

E∗

, εθ =
σθ − ν∗σr

E∗

and εl = 0

with E∗ = E
1−ν2

and ν∗ = ν
1−ν

.
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B Proofs of propositions 1–3

Proof of Proposition 1. If P2

P1
6= Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

2Er
, then it follows from (2b) that

n2(P1, P2)

n1(P1)
=

√√√√
Ewrwi

n1(P1)
− Ew − P1(1− νw)

Ewrwi

n1(P1)
− Ew + P1(1 + νw)− 2P2

(apply (2a))

=

√√√√
Er+P1(1−νr)

Errro
Ewrwi − Ew − P1(1− νw)

Er+P1(1−νr)
Errro

Ewrwi − Ew + P1(1 + νw)− 2P2

=

√
ErEwrwi + Ewrwi(1− νr)P1 −ErEwrro −Errro(1− νw)P1

ErEwrwi + Ewrwi(1− νr)P1 −ErEwrro + Errro(1 + νw)P1 − 2ErrroP2

(apply (3c)) =

√
rwi(Ew(1− νr)− Er(1− νw))P1

rwi[(Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw))P1 − 2ErP2]
=

√√√√
Ew(1−νr)−Er(1−νw)
Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

1− 2ErP2/P1

Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

(20)

=





√
Ew(1−νr)−Er(1−νw)
Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

√
1

1− 2Er
(Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw))

P2
P1

if Ew ≥ 1−νw
1−νr

Er,

√
Er(1−νw)−Ew(1−νr)
Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

√
1

2Er
(Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw))

P2
P1

−1
if Ew ≤ 1−νw

1−νr
Er.

The right-hand denominator is positive if and only if conditions (5) hold and then (6) follows.
The overlapping case Ew = 1−νw

1−νr
Er might at first sight seem to give n2 = 0, which vio-

lates (3b). Thus, this case can occur only in the sense that the numerator and denominator
in (20) converge to zero simultaneously. Every possible choice of parameters in the system of
equations (1) gives a “rule” that associates each Ew with one particular P2/P1, thus governing

the speeds of convergence and enabling convergence of n2(P1,P2)
n1(P1)

to any positive real number. In

fact, for |ε| < 1 and an arbitrary positive real number R, set ε2
def
= R2ε,

P2

P1
=

Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

2Er
(1− ε) and Ew =

1− νw
1− νr

Er(1 + ε2).

Then insertion in (20) gives

n2(P1, P2)

n1(P1)
=

√√√√
1−νw
1−νr

Erε2
1−νw
1−νr

Er(1+ε2)(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

ε
= R

√
1−νw
1−νr

Er

1−νw
1−νr

Er(1 +R2ε)(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

→R

√
1−νw
1−νr

1−νw
1−νr

(1− νr) + 1 + νw
= R

√
1

2

1− νw
1− νr

as ε → 0.

Proof of Proposition 2. From (2c) we have that n3(P1, P2) =
√

u3(P1,P2)
v3(P1,P2)

n2(P1, P2) where v3(P1, P2) >

0 if and only if
Ebrbi > (Eb − P2(1 + νb))n2(P1, P2)

Since Ebrbi > 0 and, by (5), n2(P1, P2) > 0, we have the equivalence

v3(P1, P2) > 0 ⇐⇒ P2 ≥
Eb

1 + νb
or

(
P2 <

Eb

1 + νb
and n2(P1, P2) <

Ebrbi
Eb − P2(1 + νb)

)
.

(21a)
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Similarly, u3(P1, P2) > 0 if and only if Ebrbi − (Eb + P2(1− νb))n2(P1, P2) > 0, or equivalently

u3(P1, P2) > 0 ⇐⇒ n2(P1, P2) <
Ebrbi

Eb + P2(1− νb)
. (21b)

Thus we have two different cases

1. Suppose that P2 ≥
Eb

1+νb
. Then by (21), n3(P1, P2) is well-defined by (2c) if and ony if

n2(P1, P2) <
Ebrbi

Eb + P2(1− νb)
≤ rbi,

which is not possible, due to the constraint rbi ≤ n2(P1, P2) in (3d).

2. Suppose that P2 < Eb

1+νb
. Then by (21), n3(P1, P2) is well-defined by (2c) either if both

u3 and v3 are positive or if both are negative

(a) Both u3 and v3 are positive if

n2(P1, P2) <
Ebrbi

Eb + P2(1− νb)

(
≤ rbi ≤

Ebrbi
Eb − P2(1 + νb)

)
,

which is not possible, due to the constraint rbi ≤ n2(P1, P2) in (3d).

(b) Both u3 and v3 are negative if

n2(P1, P2) >
Ebrbi

Eb − P2(1 + νb)

(
≥ rbi ≥

Ebrbi
Eb + P2(1− νb)

)
,

which therefore is a sharpening of the constraint rbi ≤ n2(P1, P2) in (3d).

This gives exactly the sharpened constraint (7).

Proof of Proposition 3. We can reformulate both the upper and lower bounds on n2 in (7) in
the following way (or with < replaced by ≥), with a positive bound M(P2):

M(P2) <n2(P1, P2) (22)

M(P2)
2 <

Ewrwin1(P1)
2 − (Ew + P1(1− νw))n1(P1)

3

Ewrwi + (P1(1 + νw)− 2P2 − Ew)n1(P1)

M(P2)
2

n1(P1)2
<

Ewrwi

n1(P1)
− Ew − P1(1− νw)

Ewrwi

n1(P1)
+ P1(1 + νw)− 2P2 −Ew

(apply (2a) and (3c))

M(P2)
2(Er + P1(1− νr))

2

E2
r r

2
ro

<

Ewrro(Er+P1(1−νr))
Errro

− Ew − P1(1− νw)
Ewrro(Er+P1(1−νr))

Errro
+ P1(1 + νw)− 2P2 −Ew

=

Ew(1−νr)−Er(1−νw)
Er

P1

Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)
Er

P1 − 2P2

(23)

We know from Proposition 1 that the numerator and denominator in the right-hand side fraction
are either both positive, both negative or both vanishing. This gives three different cases:

1. If Ew > Er
1−νw
1−νr

, then the numerator and the denominator in (23) are both positive.

Hence, the constraint (7) consists of the constraint 0 < P2 <
Eb

1+νb
and a double inequality

that can be reformulated into the following two constraints:
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(a) By setting M(P2) =
Ebrbi

Eb−P2(1+νb)
in (22), we get

E2
br

2
bi(Er+P1(1−νr))2

E2
r r

2
ro(Eb−P2(1+νb))2

(
Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

Er
P1 − 2P2

)
<Ew(1−νr)−Er(1−νw)

Er
P1 (24)

Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)
Er

P1 − 2P2 <
Ew(1−νr)−Er(1−νw)

Er
P1

E2
r r

2
ro(Eb−P2(1+νb))

2

E2
br

2
bi(Er+P1(1−νr))2

(apply (8)) Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)
Er

P1 − 2P2 <h(P1)(E
2
b − 2Eb(1 + νb)P2 + (1 + νb)

2P 2
2 ).

Since Ew > Er
1−νw
1−νr

, it follows from (8) that h(P1) > 0, so that

P 2
2 + 2

1− h(P1)Eb(1 + νb)

h(P1)(1 + νb)2
P2 +

h(P1)E
2
b −

Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)
Er

P1

h(P1)(1 + νb)2
>0 (25)

PP1(P2)
def
= P 2

2 + 2a(P1)P2 + b(P1) >0.

The polynomial PP1 has (complex- or real-valued) roots −a(P1)±
√
a(P1)2 − b(P1).

Since PP1(P2) → ∞ when |P2| → ∞, the minimum of PP1 is PP1(−a(P1)). Thus we
get two possible solution sets depending on the sign of PP1(−a(P1)):

i. If PP1(−a(P1)) ≤ 0, then PP1(P2) > 0 only for all P2 < −a(P1)−
√

a(P1)2 − b(P1)

and for all P2 > −a(P1) +
√

a(P1)2 − b(P1).

ii. If PP1(−a(P1)) > 0, then PP1(P2) > 0 for all P2.

This gives (9b).

(b) For M(P2) = rwo and with < replaced by ≥ in (22), (23) becomes

r2wo(Er+P1(1−νr))2

E2
r r

2
ro

(
Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

Er
P1 − 2P2

)
≥Ew(1−νr)−Er(1−νw)

Er
P1 (26)

Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)
Er

P1 − 2P2 ≥
Ew(1−νr)−Er(1−νw)

Er

E2
r r

2
ro

(Er+P1(1−νr))2r2wo
P1

which gives a sharpening of (5a) to

P2 ≤
1

2

(
Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

Er
−

Ew(1− νr)− Er(1− νw)

(Er + P1(1− νr))2
Er

r2ro
r2wo

)
P1,

From this and (7) we get the constraint (9a).

2. Suppose that Ew < Er
1−νw
1−νr

. The only differences from 1 are that we now start off with
negative numerator and denominator in (23), replacing < with > in (24) and then, since
also h(P1) is negative, change from < back to > in (25), thus leaving the constraint (9b)
unchanged. Finally, ≥ gets replaced by ≤ in (26), thus giving a sharpening of (5b) to

P2 ≥
1

2

(
Ew(1− νr) + Er(1 + νw)

Er
−

Ew(1− νr)− Er(1− νw)

(Er + P1(1− νr))2
Er

r2ro
r2wo

)
P1,

From this and (7) we get the constraint (10).

3. If Ew = Er
1−νw
1−νr

then recall from Proposition 1 that P2

P1
= 1

2
Ew(1−νr)+Er(1+νw)

Er
.
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C Matlab implementation

The Matlab implementation has the following main structure (with page references for a more
detailed description).

SafeP2Interval (p. 43) AdjustDomainLimits (p. 26) FindUniqueZero (p. 32) f,g (p. 35,36)

FindP2Roots (p. 30) f,g (p. 35,36)

SolveSysOfEq (p. 47) n1,n2,n3 (p. 38,39,40)

ComputeDeformations (p. 28)

PlotPressureDistribution (p. 41)

main (p. 37)

The file main sets the distance ∆l and the angles δb and δw of Figures 2 and 3 and then
calls PlotPressureDistribution, which calls ComputeDeformations for the necessary com-
putations and then plots the results.

ComputeDeformations sets the default physical parameters of Table 1 (p. 3) and calls
SolveSysOfEq, which solves the system (2) of equations using the algorithm derived in Sec-
tion 4.2. The bounds on P2 given in Proposition 3 are then computed by calling the function
FindP2Roots. This function first calls SafeP2Interval for computing the endpoints of the
P2-intervals for which (P1, P2) are in P (as given by Proposition 3), including some numerical
issues explained on page 43. Then AdjustDomainLimits is called for finding any endpoint co-
inciding with singularities of n2 or n3 and moving those points inwards a small enough step for
the intervals to still contain any of the solutions. Finally, FindP2Roots calls FindUniqueZero
to find the solutions (if any) using the bisection method.
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C.1 AdjustDomainLimits: Adjust domain limits

File path: ../Matlab/AdjustDomainLimits.m
Short description: Adjust domain limits.
Additional explanation: For a function f defined in one or two (possibly open or empty)
intervals, AdjustDomainLimits finds interval endpoints where f not is defined and moves each
such endpoint “inwards” to a point where f is defined and finite. It tries to keep the distance
a point is moved as small as possible depending on the available numerical precision.

Source code

function [Left1,Right1,Left2,Right2]=...

AdjustDomainLimits(f,Left1,Right1,Left2,Right2,VERBOSE)

% USAGE:[Left1,Right1,Left2,Right2]=...

% AdjustDomainLimits(f,Left1,Right1,Left2,Right2)

%

% INPUT

% f = A function handle

% Left#,Right# = Endpoints of intervals ]Left1,Right1[ U ]Left1,Right1[

% where f is supposed to be defined and finite. An NaN

% NaN endpoint means that that interval is empty.

% VERBOSE = true or false. If true and if if unusually large

% adjustments are needed then an additional plot will

% be generated (otherwise only a warning message).

%

% OUTPUT

% The same interval endpoints after moving then "inwards", if necessary,

% so that f is well defined and finite in all the endpoints of all nonempty

% intervals. The function tries to make the "smallest possible" move of

% each endpoint, depending on the numerical precision.

if ( ~isnan(Left1) && ~isnan(Right1) )

[Left1,Right1]=AdjDomLim(f,Left1,Right1,VERBOSE);

end

if ( ~isnan(Left2) && ~isnan(Right2) )

[Left2,Right2]=AdjDomLim(f,Left2,Right2,VERBOSE);

end

%% Adjusting the endpoints of one interval ================================

function [Left,Right]=AdjDomLim(f,Left,Right,VERBOSE)

MaxAdjustment=(Right-Left)/2;

Left = Adjust(f,Left,MaxAdjustment,VERBOSE);

MaxAdjustment=(Left-Right)/2;

Right = Adjust(f,Right,MaxAdjustment,VERBOSE);
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%% Adjusting a single (end)point ==========================================

function x_adjusted=Adjust(f,x,MaxAdjustment,VERBOSE)

C=9/10; % Positive number less than one.

dx=x*eps*sign(MaxAdjustment); % Smallest reasonable step to move

MaxNrOfSteps=floor(MaxAdjustment/dx);

n=1;

x_adjusted=x;

while ~isfinite(f(x_adjusted))

n=n+1;

x_adjusted=x+n*dx;

if n==MaxNrOfSteps

error(’The function was undefined in at least half the interval!’)

end

end

if n>1000

warning([’Bad precision in domain endpoint computations! (n=’ ...

int2str(n) ’)’])

if VERBOSE

figure(42)

if MaxAdjustment>0

y=linspace(x,x+MaxAdjustment,1000)’;

plot(y,f(y),’b-’,[x_adjusted;x_adjusted],[min(f(y));max(f(y))],’r--’)

elseif MaxAdjustment<0

y=linspace(x+MaxAdjustment,x,1000);

plot(y,f(y),’b-’)

else

error(’Oh dear...’)

end

axis tight

legend(’g’,’x_{adjusted}’,’Location’,’Best’)

end

end
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C.2 ComputeDeformations: Compute deformations

File path: ../Matlab/ComputeDeformations.m
Short description: Compute deformations.
Additional explanation: Sets the default physical parameters of table 1 (p,. 3) and calls
SolveSysOfEq, for solving the system (2) of equations.

Source code

function [P1root,P2root,N1,N2,N3,u_wi,u_wo,u_bi,u_bo] ...

=ComputeDeformations(delta_b,delta_w,Delta_l,l)

% Combutes the deformations of the barrel, the wedge and the rod

% for a given wedge angle delta and wedge displacement Delta_l

% USAGE: ComputeDeformations(delta,Delta_l)

%

% INPUTS

% delta_b = barrel inner angle (degrees)

% delta_w = wedge outer angle (degrees)

% Delta_l = the number of mm that the wedge is pushed into the hole of the

% barrel after setting of the wedge

% l = the longitudal distance at which pressures and distances shall

% be computed.

%

% Example usage: ComputeDeformations(3,3.1,5)

%% PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS AND PROPERTIES

% With the wedge pushed Delta_l mm into the barrel, it he barrel’s inner

% r_bi before deformation should be computed at a point 10 mm from the

% entry. Other values we take directly from Table 3.4 in the thesis:

E_b = 210e9; % Pa (elasticitetsmodul)

E_r = 10e9; % Pa (elasticitetsmodul)

E_w = 70e9; % Pa (elasticitetsmodul)

r_biA= 12.5 - 100*tan(delta_b*pi/180);

r_bi = ( r_biA + l*tan(delta_b*pi/180) )*1e-3; % m

r_bo = 24.7e-3; % m

r_ro = 4.0e-3; % m

r_wi = 4.0e-3; % m

r_woA= 12.5 - 100*tan(delta_w*pi/180);

r_wo = ( r_woA + (l+Delta_l)*tan(delta_w*pi/180) )*1e-3; % m

v_b = 0.3;

v_r = 0.3;

v_w = 0.34;

%tic

[P1root,P2root]=SolveSysOfEq(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro,r_wi,r_wo,v_b, ...

v_r,v_w,delta_w,Delta_l);

%disp([’Finished in ’ num2str(toc/60) ’ minutes.’])

N1=n1(P1root,E_r,r_ro,v_r);
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N2=n2(P1root,P2root,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w);

N3=n3(P1root,P2root,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,r_wi,v_b,v_r,v_w);

%u_ro=N1-r_ro; % = u_wi

u_wi=N1-r_wi;

u_wo=N2-r_wo;

u_bi=N2-r_bi;

u_bo=N3-r_bo;
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C.3 FindP2Roots: FindP2Roots

File path: ../Matlab/FindP2Roots.m
Short description: FindP2Roots.
Additional explanation: Finds the solutions inside P (if any) of f(P1, P2) = 0 and g(P1, P2) =
0 for different fixed P1 with f and g defined in (2d). The main steps for doing this are

1. For each parameter P1 stored in the input vector P1, call the function SafeP2Interval

(page 43) for computing the corresponding bounds on P2 given in Proposition 3.

2. Call the function AdjustDomainLimits (page 26) for numerical adjustment of these
bounds so that the one close to a singularity in g is safely on the right side of this
singularity bus also close enough to separate it from the roots of f and g.

3. Call the function FindUniqueZero (page 32), which for fixed P1 uses the bisection method
to solve f(P1, P2) = 0 and and g(P1, P2) = 0.

Source code

function [P2f,P2g,P2limits] = ...

FindP2Roots(P1,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro,r_wi,r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,VERBOSE)

% USAGE: [P2f,P2g,P2limits] = ...

% FindP2Roots(P1,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro,r_wi,r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,VERBOSE)

%

% INPUTS

% P1 = column vector ...

% E_b,E_r,E_w etc: See ComputeDeformations.m

%

% OUTPUTS

% P2f,P2g = column vectors the same length as P1, containing the

% corresponding roots of f(P1,P2) and g(P1,P2).

P1Len=length(P1);

P2limits=zeros(P1Len,4);

P2f = zeros(P1Len,1);

P2g = zeros(P1Len,1);

if ( E_w == (1-v_w)/(1-v_r)*E_r )

warning([’The special case E_w = E_r*(1-v_w)/(1-v_r) has never been’ ...

’ carefully tested!’])

P2f=( E_w*(1-v_r)-E_r*(1+v_w) )*P1./(2*E_r);

P2g=P2f;

P2limits(1:2,:)=[P2f P2f];

P2limits(3:4,:)=NaN;

else

for nn = 1:P1Len

[P2limits(nn,1),P2limits(nn,2),P2limits(nn,3),P2limits(nn,4)]= ...

SafeP2Interval(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1(nn),VERBOSE);

fHandle = @(P_2) f(P1(nn),P_2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,r_wo,v_r,v_w);
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gHandle = @(P_2) g(P1(nn),P_2,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro,r_wi,v_b,v_r,v_w);

[P2limits(nn,1),P2limits(nn,2),P2limits(nn,3),P2limits(nn,4)]=...

AdjustDomainLimits(gHandle,P2limits(nn,1),P2limits(nn,2), ...

P2limits(nn,3),P2limits(nn,4),VERBOSE);

%if VERBOSE, figure(2*nn); end

P2f(nn)=FindUniqueZero(fHandle,P2limits(nn,1),P2limits(nn,2), ...

P2limits(nn,3),P2limits(nn,4),VERBOSE);

if VERBOSE, title([’f (P_1=’ num2str(P1(nn)/1e9) ’ GPa)’]); end

P2g(nn)=FindUniqueZero(gHandle,P2limits(nn,1),P2limits(nn,2), ...

P2limits(nn,3),P2limits(nn,4),VERBOSE);

if VERBOSE, title([’g (P_1=’ num2str(P1(nn)/1e9) ’ GPa)’]); end

end

end
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C.4 FindUniqueZero: FindUniqueZero

File path: ../Matlab/FindUniqueZero.m
Short description: FindUniqueZero.
Additional explanation: For a function that is defined and has at most one root a union of
at most two (possibly open or empty) intervals, FindUniqueZero uses the bisection method to
find that root.

Source code

function x = FindUniqueZero(f,Left1,Right1,Left2,Right2,VERBOSE)

% For a CONTINUOUS function f that is defined on and has at most one root

% in the intervals [Left1,Right1] U [left2,Right2], this function tries to

% find that root x. NaN interval endpoints means that the corresponding

% interval is empty (=the empty set) and thus will be ignored.

%

% USAGE: x = FindUniqueZero(f,Left1,Right1,Left2,Right2,VERBOSE)

%

% INPUTS

% f = function handle

% Left1 = left endpoint of the first interval

% Right1 = right endpoint of the first interval

% Left2 = left endpoint of the second interval

% Right2 = right endpoint of the second interval

%

% OUTPUTS

% x = the root if one is found. Otherwise x=NaN.

%% Find the right interval (if any) =======================================

x=0; % Temporary default value unless x is set to NaN a few lines below

if ( isnan(Left2) || isnan(Right2) )

% ...then f can have roots only in [Left1,Right1]

if ( isnan(Left1) || isnan(Right1) )

% ...then f has no root at all

x=NaN;

else

% ...f can have at most one root in [Left1,Right1]

if sign(f(Left1))==sign(f(Right1))

x=NaN; % No root

else

Left=Left1;

Right=Right1;

end

end

else

% ...f can have at most one root in [Left1,Right1] U [left2,Right2].

% Since f is continuous, f must have different sign in the endpoints

% of any interval containing such a zero:

% DETTA HAR ALDRIG HNT MED VRAT NYVARANDE VAL AV MATERIALPARAMETRAR, S
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% I A F INTE OMJLIGT ATT DET GR ATT ELMINERA DETTA SPECIALFALL

warning(’x’)

if ( sign(f(Left1))~=sign(f(Right1)) )

Left=Left1;

Right=Right1;

if ( sign(f(Left2))~=sign(f(Right2)) )

error([’This function is either discontinuous or has more than’ ...

’ one root in the given intervals!’])

end

elseif ( sign(f(Left2))~=sign(f(Right2)) )

Left=Left2;

Right=Right2;

else

% No zero to find in the given intervals

x=NaN;

end

end

% Now x=NaN only if both the given intervals were empty or if none of them

% contain a root of f.

%% Find the root usinmg the bisection =====================================

if isfinite(x)

fMax=max(abs(f(linspace(Left,Right,1000))));

if sign(f(Left))==sign(f(Right))

error(’What!!?? This should already be taken care of!’) % Debug line

end

if f(Left)==0

x=Left;

elseif f(Right)==0

x=Right;

else

x=(Left+Right)/2;

while ( abs((Left-Right)/x)> 3*eps )

if ~isfinite(f(x))

EmergencyStop(f,x,Left,Right); % Defined below

elseif ( sign(f(x))==sign(f(Left)) )

Left=x;

else

Right=x;

end

x=(Left+Right)/2;

end

end

end

%% Only for debugging use =================================================

function EmergencyStop(f,x,Left,Right)
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figure(42)

y=linspace(Left,Right,1000).’;

plot(y*1e-9,f(y),’b.-’)

ind=find(~isnan(f(y)));

axis([Left*1e-9 Right*1e-9 min(f(y(ind))) max(f(y(ind)))])

grid on

xlabel(’P_2 (GPa)’)

error([’A singularity is found for P2=’ num2str(x*1e-9) ...

’ GPa in the claimed domain of either f or g!’])
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C.5 f: f

File path: ../Matlab/f.m
Short description: f.
Additional explanation: This function computes the function f in (2d), that is

f(P1, P2)
def
=Ew(rwo − n2(P1, P2))(n2(P1, P2)

2 − n1(P1)
2)

+
(
2P1n1(P1)

2 − P2((1− νw)n2(P1, P2)
2 + (1 + νw)n1(P1)

2)
)
n2(P1, P2).

Source code

function y = f(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,r_wo,v_r,v_w)

y = E_w ...

.*(r_wo-n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w)) ...

.*(n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w).^2-n1(P1,E_r,r_ro,v_r).^2)...

+( 2*P1.*n1(P1,E_r,r_ro,v_r).^2 ...

-P2.*( (1-v_w).*n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w).^2 ...

+(1+v_w).*n1(P1,E_r,r_ro,v_r).^2 ...

)...

).*n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w);
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C.6 g: g

File path: ../Matlab/g.m
Short description: g.
Additional explanation: This function computes the function g in (2d), that is

g(p1, P2)
def
= Eb(rbo − n3(P1, P2))(n3(P1, P2)

2 − n2(P1, P2)
2) + 2P2n2(P1, P2)

2n3(P1, P2).

Source code

function y = g(P1,P2,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro,r_wi,v_b,v_r,v_w)

y = E_b.*( r_bo - n3(P1,P2,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,r_wi,v_b,v_r,v_w) ) ...

.*( n3(P1,P2,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,r_wi,v_b,v_r,v_w).^2 ...

-n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w).^2 ...

)...

+ 2*P2.*n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w).^2 ...

.*n3(P1,P2,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,r_wi,v_b,v_r,v_w);
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C.7 main: main

File path: ../Matlab/main.m
Short description: main.
Additional explanation:

Sets the distance ∆l and the angles δb and δw of Figures 2 and 3 and then calls PlotPressureDistribution
for doing all computations and plots.

Source code

function main()

tic

Delta_l=[1,2,5,10,15,20]; % mm

delta_b=3; % degrees

delta_w=[3,3.1,3.2]; % degrees

PlotPressureDistribution(Delta_l,delta_b,delta_w)

disp([’Finished in ’ num2str(toc/60) ’ minutes.’])
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C.8 n1: n1

File path: ../Matlab/n1.m
Short description: n1.
Additional explanation: This function computes function n1 given in equation (2a), that is,

n1(P1) =
Errro

Er + P1(1− νr)
.

Source code

function y = n1(P1,E_r,r_ro,v_r)

y = E_r*r_ro./(E_r+P1.*(1-v_r));

% The output radius must be a positive real number

if ( (length(y)==1) && (y<-eps) )

y = NaN;

else

ind = find(y<-eps);

y(ind) = NaN;

end
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C.9 n2: n2

File path: ../Matlab/n2.m
Short description: n2.
Additional explanation: This function computes the function n2 given in equation (2b), that
is,

n2(P1, P2) =

√
Ewrwin1(P1)2 − (Ew + P1(1− νw))n1(P1)3

Ewrwi + (P1(1 + νw)− 2P2 −Ew)n1(P1)
. (27)

Source code

function y = n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w)

% Since n2 must be positive, the solution is

y = sqrt( ( E_w*r_wi*n1(P1,E_r,r_ro,v_r).^2 ...

-(E_w+P1*(1-v_w)).*n1(P1,E_r,r_ro,v_r).^3 ...

) ...

./ ...

(E_w*r_wi...

+(P1*(1+v_w)-2*P2-E_w).*n1(P1,E_r,r_ro,v_r)...

) ...

);

% The output radius must be a positive real number

if ( (length(y)==1) && ( (abs(imag(y))>eps) || (y<-eps) ) )

y = NaN;

else

ind = find( (abs(imag(y))>eps) | (y<-eps) );

y(ind) = NaN;

end
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C.10 n3: n3

File path: ../Matlab/n3.m
Short description: n3.
Additional explanation: This function computes the function n3 given in equation (2c), that
is

n3(P1, P2) =

√
Ebrbin2(P1, P2)2 − (Eb + P2(1− νb))n2(P1, P2)3

Ebrbi + (P2(1 + νb)− Eb)n2(P1, P2)
. (28)

Source code

function y = n3(P1,P2,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,r_wi,v_b,v_r,v_w)

% Since n3 must be positive, the solution is

y = sqrt((E_b*r_bi.*n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w).^2 ...

-(E_b+P2*(1-v_b)).*n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w).^3 ...

)...

./...

( E_b*r_bi ...

+(P2*(1+v_b)-E_b).*n2(P1,P2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,v_r,v_w)...

)...

);

% The output radius must be a positive real number

if ( (length(y)==1) && ( (abs(imag(y))>eps) || (y<-eps) ) )

y = NaN;

else

ind = find( (abs(imag(y))>eps) | (y<-eps) );

y(ind) = NaN;

end
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C.11 PlotPressureDistribution: PlotPressureDistribution

File path: ../Matlab/PlotPressureDistribution.m
Short description: PlotPressureDistribution.
Additional explanation: This function . . .

Source code

function PlotPressureDistribution(Delta_l,delta_b,delta_w)

% INPUTS

% Delta_l = number of mm that the wedge is pushed in

% delta_b = barrel inner angle (degrees)

% delta_w = wedge outer angle (degrees), row vector

NrOfDelta_ls = length(Delta_l);

NrOfLines=length(delta_w);

NrOfPlotPoints=10; % 10

P1=zeros(NrOfPlotPoints,NrOfLines);

NrOfIter=NrOfDelta_ls*NrOfLines*NrOfPlotPoints;

IterNr=0;

for k=1:NrOfDelta_ls

PlotFileNameStart=[’../Documentation/Figures/Matlab/Delta_l=’ ...

num2str(Delta_l(k)) ’;’];

l_touch=zeros(NrOfLines,1);

L=zeros(NrOfPlotPoints,NrOfLines);

delta_bR=delta_b*pi/180;

for n = 1:NrOfLines

if ( delta_w(n) > delta_b )

delta_wR=delta_w(n)*pi/180;

l_touch(n)=( 100*(tan(delta_wR)-tan(delta_bR)) ...

- Delta_l(k)*tan(delta_wR) )...

/( tan(delta_wR)-tan(delta_bR) );

l_touch(n) = max(l_touch(n),0);

elseif ( delta_w(n) < delta_b )

error(’The case delta_w < delta_b is no implemented’)

else

l_touch(n)=0;

end

L(:,n)=linspace(l_touch(n),100-Delta_l(k),NrOfPlotPoints).’;

end

for n = 1:NrOfLines

for m =1:NrOfPlotPoints

IterNr=IterNr+1;

[P1(m,n),P2,n_1,n_2,n_3,u_wi,u_wo,u_bi,u_bo]= ...

ComputeDeformations(delta_b,delta_w(n),Delta_l(k),L(m,n));

disp([’Iteration ’ int2str(IterNr) ’ of ’ int2str(NrOfIter) ...
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’ finished after ’ num2str(toc/60) ’ minutes. ’ ...

’Expected remaining time: ’ ...

num2str(toc/60*(NrOfIter-IterNr)/IterNr) ’ minutes.’])

end

end

LineTypes={’b.:’,’r.--’,’k.-’,’g.-.’};

Legends={};

for n = 1:NrOfLines

%% Prepare data

Legends=[Legends [’\delta_w=’ num2str(delta_w(n)) ’^\circ’] ];

Lext=L(:,n);

P1ext=-P1(:,n); % Pressures are often denoted as negative

if Lext(1)>0

Lext=[0;Lext(1);Lext];

P1ext=[0;0;P1ext];

end

if Lext(end)<100

Lext=[Lext;Lext(end);100];

P1ext=[P1ext;0;0];

end

%% Save data

LandP1=[Lext P1ext];

save([’Saved data/Delta_l=’ num2str(Delta_l(k)) ...

’;delta_w=’ num2str(delta_w(n)) ’;LandP1.dat’] ...

,’LandP1’,’-ascii’,’-double’)

%% Plot data

plot(Lext,P1ext*1e-6,LineTypes{n})

hold on

end

hold off

title([’{\Delta\itl}=’ num2str(Delta_l(k)) ’ mm’])

xlabel(’{\itl} (mm)’)

ylabel(’{\itP}_1 (MPa)’)

axis tight

grid on

print(’-depsc2’,[PlotFileNameStart ’RodPressure’])

print(’-dpng’,[PlotFileNameStart ’RodPressure’])

print(’-dmeta’,[PlotFileNameStart ’RodPressure’])

legend(Legends,’Location’,’Best’)

end
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C.12 SafeP2Interval: SafeP2Interval

File path: ../Matlab/SafeP2Interval.m
Short description: SafeP2Interval.
Additional explanation: For given material parameters and P1 > 0 this function computes
the intervals for P2 for which n2 and n3 are well-defined, continuous and of the “right size”, as
described in Proposition 3 on on page 8.

The condition (9b) must be handled with extra care. It sais that n3 not is well-defined in
the interval

[L,R]
def
=
[
−a(P1)−

√
a(P1)2 − b(P1),−a(P1) +

√
a(P1)2 − b(P1)

]
.

A straightforward implementation will, however, give numerical problems. For example, in early
test runs with typical parameter values, Matlab could compute that a(P1) ≈ −5.6790 · 1022,√

a(P1)2 − b(P1) ≈ −5.6790 · 1022 and, incorrectly, that L = −a(P1) −
√

a(P1)2 − b(P1) =
0, since the actual difference was too small to be captured by the approximately 16 digits
numerical precision of Matlab. This is a severe problem since it is important to compute
these interval endpoints with high precision in order to separate singularities in the endpoints
from the sometimes very nearby roots of the functions f and g that we need to find (see, for
example, Figure 4). In the just mentioned numerical example we instead got L ≈ 2.8903 by
rewriting the formulas for the interval endpoints in the following more numerically stable way:

1. If a(P1) = b(P1) = 0, then the interval is reduced to the single point L = R = 0.

2. If a(P1) ≥ 0, then there is no numerical problem in computing L = −a(P1)−
√

a(P1)2 − b(P1),
whereas we rewrite R in the following way:

R =
(−a(P1) +

√
a(P1)2 − b(P1))(−a(P1)−

√
a(P1)2 − b(P1))

−a(P1)−
√
a(P1)2 − b(P1)

=
a(P1)

2 − (a(P1)
2 − b(P1))

L
=

b(P1)

L
.

(It is clear from (9b) that we only need to compute L and R when the first inequality
in (9b) does not hold, and it is clear from the proof of Proposition 3 that then a(P1)

2 −
b(P1) ≥ 0.)

3. Similarly, if a(P1) < 0, then there is no numerical problem in computing R = −a(P1) +√
a(P1)2 − b(P1), whereas we rewrite L in the following way:

L =
(−a(P1)−

√
a(P1)2 − b(P1))(−a(P1) +

√
a(P1)2 − b(P1))

−a(P1) +
√

a(P1)2 − b(P1)

=
a(P1)

2 − (a(P1)
2 − b(P1))

R
=

b(P1)

R
.

Source code

function [P2min1,P2max1,P2min2,P2max2]= ...

SafeP2Interval(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1,VERBOSE)

% USAGE: [P2min1,P2max1,P2min2,P2max2]= ...

% SafeP2Interval(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1,VERBOSE)

%
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% Given material properties and P1 interval endpoints are computed such

% that n1 and n2 are well-defined for P2 in the interval ]P2min,P2max[

if P1<0

error(’P1 must be non-negative!’)

end

if ( E_w == (1-v_w)/(1-v_r)*E_r )

error([’Ooops, this function should never have been called for ’ ...

’ E_w == (1-v_w)/(1-v_r)*E_r...’])

% P2min1 = 0;

% P2max1 = E_b/(1+v_b);

% P2singularity = ( E_w*(1-v_r)+E_r*(1+v_w) )/2/E_r*P1;

% if ( (P2singularity>P2min1) && (P2singularity<P2max1) )

% P2min2=P2singularity

% P2max2=P2max1;

% P2max1=P2singularity;

% else

% P2min2=NaN;

% P2max2=NaN;

% end

else

if ( E_w > (1-v_w)/(1-v_r)*E_r )

P2min1 = 0;

P2max1 = min( E_b/(1+v_b), ...

( (E_w*(1-v_r)+E_r*(1+v_w))/E_r ...

-(E_w*(1-v_r)-E_r*(1-v_w))...

/(E_r+P1*(1-v_r))^2 ...

*E_r*r_ro^2/r_wo^2 ...

)*P1/2 ...

);

if P2max1<2*eps

P2min1=NaN;

P2max1=NaN;

P2min2=NaN;

P2max2=NaN;

end

elseif ( E_w < (1-v_w)/(1-v_r)*E_r )

P2min1 = ( (E_w*(1-v_r)+E_r*(1+v_w))/E_r ...

-(E_w*(1-v_r)-E_r*(1-v_w))...

/(E_r+P1*(1-v_r))^2 ...

*E_r*r_ro^2/r_wo^2 ...

)*P1/2;

P2max1 = E_b/(1+v_b);

if (P2max1-P2min1)/(P2max1+P2min1)<4*eps

P2min1=NaN;

P2max1=NaN;

P2min2=NaN;
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P2max2=NaN;

end

else

error(’E_w must be a real number.’)

end

%% Check second degree polynomial for "forbidden interval" [L,R], if any.

if ( P(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1, ...

-a(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1)) ...

<= 0 )

A=a(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1);

B=b(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1);

if ( A==0 && B==0 )

% This is the only case that would cause division by zero below

L=0;

R = 0;

elseif A>=0

L = -A-sqrt( A^2-B );

R = B/L;

else

R = -A+sqrt( A^2-B );

L = B/R;

end

P2min2=NaN; % Default unless changed a few lines below

P2max2=NaN; % Default unless changed a few lines below

if ( (L>=P2min1) && (R<=P2max1) )

P2min2=R;

P2max2=P2max1;

P2max1=L;

elseif (L<P2min1)

P2min1=max(P2min1,R);

if VERBOSE

disp([’P1=’ num2str(P1/1e9) ’ GPa, P2/P1 are in the interval ]’ ...

num2str(P2min1/P1) ’,’ num2str(P2max1/P1) ’[’])

end

elseif (R>P2max1)

P2max1=min(P2max1,L);

end

if ( P2max1-P2min1<=2*eps )

P2min1=NaN;

P2max1=NaN;

P2min2=NaN; % Not necessary?

P2max2=NaN; % Not necessary?

end

else

% This has so far never happened for nonzero P1, so as long as it
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% doesn’t, this _might_ be one more special case that perhaps can be

% elliminated already in the theory-part of the paper:

if P1>0

warning([’Debug note: Strictly positive polynomial for P1=’ ...

num2str(P1*1e-9) ’ GPa.’] )

end

end

end

%% A few small help functions =============================================

function y = h(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_r,v_w,P1)

y = ( E_w*(1-v_r) - E_r*(1-v_w) ) ...

./ ( E_b^2*r_bi^2*( E_r+P1*(1-v_r) )^2 ) ...

.* E_r*r_ro^2.*P1;

function y = a(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1)

y = 1./( h(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_r,v_w,P1)*(1+v_b)^2 ) - E_b/(1+v_b);

function y = b(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1)

y = E_b^2/(1+v_b)^2 ...

- ( E_w*(1-v_r)+E_r*(1+v_w) ) ...

./ ( E_r*h(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_r,v_w,P1)*(1+v_b)^2 ) ...

.* P1;

function y = P(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1,x)

y = x.^2 + 2*a(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1).*x ...

+ b(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_ro,v_b,v_r,v_w,P1);
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C.13 SolveSysOfEq: SolveSysOfEq

File path: ../Matlab/SolveSysOfEq.m
Short description: SolveSysOfEq.
Additional explanation: Solves the system (2) of equations using the algorithm derived in
Section 4.2. The main steps of this function are

1. Choose P1 in the interval given by (4).

2. Call the function FindP2Roots (page 30) for computing the bounds on P2 given in Propo-
sition 3 and then finding the roots of f and g for a fixed P1.

3. Repeat the last step using a bisection approach on P1 to find a joint root of f and g.

4. Plot some results.

Source code

function [P1root,P2root]=SolveSysOfEq(E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro,r_wi, ...

r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,delta_w,Delta_l)

VERBOSE = false; % For extra plots and textual output

FirstToc=toc;

if ( r_wo <= r_bi+10*eps )

P1root=0;

P2root=0;

return

end

%% Compute bounds on P1 ===================================================

n_1Star=r_ro-Delta_l*1e-3*tan(delta_w*pi/180); % delta_w given in degrees

P1min = 0;

P1max = E_r*(r_ro-n_1Star)/(n_1Star*(1-v_r));

MinNrOfP1s=10; % Minimum number of P1s for which we will search a solution

MaxP1P2Err=1; % Maximum allowed errors |P1root-P1_ExactRoot| and

% |P2root-P2_ExactRoot| in the numerical roots

% P1root and P2root computed by this function.

%% Numerical improvement of the bounds on P1 ==============================

P1 = linspace(P1min,P1max,MinNrOfP1s).’;

[P2f,P2g,P2limits]=FindP2Roots(P1,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro, ...

r_wi,r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,VERBOSE);

ind = find( ( isfinite(P2limits(:,1)) & isfinite(P2limits(:,2)) ) | ...

( isfinite(P2limits(:,3)) & isfinite(P2limits(:,4)) ) );

P1min = P1( max(1,min(ind)-1) );

P1max = P1( min(MinNrOfP1s,max(ind)+1) );

if (length(P1min)==0)

error (’???’) %%% Debug!!!

end
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%% Find roots of f and g for different fixed P1 ===========================

P1 = linspace(P1min,P1max,MinNrOfP1s).’;

[P2f,P2g,P2limits]=FindP2Roots(P1,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro, ...

r_wi,r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,VERBOSE);

%% Plot preliminary results ===============================================

PlotFileNameStart=[’../Documentation/Figures/Matlab/delta=’ ...

num2str(delta_w) ’;Delta_l=’ ...

num2str(round(Delta_l)) ’;’];

figure(1)

fInd = find(isfinite(P2f));

gInd = find(isfinite(P2g));

plot(P1(fInd)*1e-9,P2f(fInd)./P1(fInd),’b.-’, ...

P1(gInd)*1e-9,P2g(gInd)./P1(gInd),’ro-’)

hold on

legends={’{\itf}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)=0’,’{\itg}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)=0’};

ind = find( isfinite(P2limits(:,1)) & isfinite(P2limits(:,2)) );

if length(ind)>0

plot(P1(ind)*1e-9,P2limits(ind,1)./P1(ind),’k--’)

ind2 = find( isfinite(P2limits(:,3)) & isfinite(P2limits(:,4)) );

if length(ind2)>0

plot(P1(ind2)*1e-9,P2limits(ind2,1)./P1(ind2),’g-.’)

legends={legends{:},’{\itf} and {\itg} domain limits 1’, ...

’The boundary of {\mathcal{F}}’};

else

legends={legends{:},’Boundary of the set {\itP}’};

end

plot(P1(ind)*1e-9,P2limits(ind,2)./P1(ind),’k--’)

end

hold off

axis tight

grid on

xlabel(’{\itP}_1 (GPa)’)

ylabel(’{\itP}_2/{\itP}_1’)

legend(legends,’Location’,’Best’)

title([’Roots of {\itf} and {\itg} for \delta_w=’ num2str(delta_w) ...

’^o and \Delta{\itl}=’ ...

num2str(Delta_l) ’mm.’])

print(’-depsc2’,[PlotFileNameStart ’fgLevelSets’])

%% Go on with bisection approach on P_1 to find the joint root of f and g =

if VERBOSE

disp([’Roots of f and g searched in the interval ’ ...

num2str(P1min*1e-9) ’ <= P_1 <= ’ num2str(P1max*1e-9) ’ GPa.’])

disp([’This took ’ num2str(toc-FirstToc) ’ seconds .’])
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end

% Due to the continuity of f and g in their domains, found roots should

% build up continuous curves. Hence, provided that the unique joint root

% of f and g is in the chosen P1 interval, we should find the joint root

% using bisection in the following way:

MinDiff=Inf; % Start value

while(MinDiff>MaxP1P2Err)

ind = find( isfinite(P2f) & isfinite(P2g) );

if ind(1)>1

P1FirstDiscardedL=P1(ind(1)-1);

end

if ind(end)<length(P2f)

P1FirstDiscardedR=P1(ind(end)+1);

end

P1=P1(ind);

P2f=P2f(ind);

P2g=P2g(ind);

[MinDiff,MinDiffInd] = min(abs(P2f-P2g));

if sign( P2f(1)-P2g(1) ) == sign( P2f(end)-P2g(end) )

% Under our assumptions about continuity and one unique root,this means

% that we have not sampled dense enough and the root should be

% somewhere between the remaining samples and the first discarded

% sample to the left or to the right.

if (MinDiffInd == length(P2f))

% The root shoould be to the right

P1min = P1(MinDiffInd);

P1max = P1FirstDiscardedR;

elseif (MinDiffInd == 1)

% The root shoould be to the left

P1min = P1FirstDiscardedL;

P1max = P1(1);

end

else

indL=find( sign(P2f-P2g) == sign(P2f(1)-P2g(1)) );

indR=find( sign(P2f-P2g) == sign(P2f(end)-P2g(end)) );

P1min = P1(max(indL(:)));

P1max = P1(min(indR(:)));

end

P1 = linspace(P1min,P1max,MinNrOfP1s).’;

if VERBOSE

disp([’MinDiff = ’ num2str(MinDiff) ’ > ’ num2str(MaxP1P2Err) ...

’ = MaxP1P2Err.’])

disp([’Deeper search for ’ num2str(P1min*1e-9) ’ <= P1 <= ’ ...

num2str(P1max*1e-9) ’ GPa...’])

end
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LastToc=toc;

[P2f,P2g]=FindP2Roots(P1,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro,r_wi, ...

r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,false);

if VERBOSE

NewToc=toc;

disp([’...finished in ’ num2str(NewToc-LastToc) ’ more seconds (’ ...

num2str((NewToc-FirstToc)/60) ’ minutes in total).’])

end

%[MinDiff,MinDiffInd] = min(abs(P2f-P2g));

end

[MinDiff,MinDiffInd] = min(abs(P2f-P2g));

P1root=P1(MinDiffInd);

P2root=(P2f(MinDiffInd)+P2g(MinDiffInd))/2;

title([’Roots of {\itf} and {\itg} for \Delta{\itl}=’ ...

num2str(Delta_l) ’ mm. ’ ...

’Joint roof found at ({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)=(’ ...

num2str(P1root*1e-9) ’,’ num2str(P2root*1e-9) ’) GPa.’])

%% Zoomed in plot of the found joint root =================================

figure(2)

fInd = find(isfinite(P2f));

gInd = find(isfinite(P2g));

plot(P1(fInd)*1e-9,P2f(fInd)./P1(fInd),’b.-’, ...

P1(gInd)*1e-9,P2g(gInd)./P1(gInd),’r.-’)

axis tight

xlabel(’{\itP}_1 (GPa)’)

ylabel(’{\itP}_2/{\itP}_1’)

legend(’{\itf}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)=0’,’{\itg}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)=0’,...

’Location’,’Best’)

title([’Roots of {\itf} and {\itg} for \delta_w=’ num2str(delta_w) ...

’^o and \Delta{\itl}=’ ...

num2str(Delta_l) ’mm. ’ ...

’Joint roof found at ({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)=(’ ...

num2str(P1root*1e-9) ’,’ num2str(P2root*1e-9) ’) GPa.’])

print(’-depsc2’,[PlotFileNameStart ’fgLevelSetsZoomedIn’])

%% Plot the numerical error of the found minima of f and g ================

figure(3)

ind = find( isfinite(P2f) & isfinite(P2g) );

semilogy(P1(ind),abs(f(P1(ind),P2f(ind),E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi, ...

r_wo,v_r,v_w)),’b.-’,...

P1(ind),abs(g(P1(ind),P2g(ind),E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi, ...

r_bo,r_ro,r_wi,v_b,v_r,v_w)),’r.-’)

grid on

axis tight
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xlabel(’{\itP}_1’)

title([’Size of the found minima for \delta_w=’ num2str(delta_w) ...

’^o and \Delta{\itl}= ’ ...

num2str(Delta_l) ’ mm’])

legend(’Found minimum of |{\itf}|’,’Found minimum of |{\itg}|’, ...

’Location’,’Best’)

print(’-depsc2’,[PlotFileNameStart ’SizeOfFoundMinima’])

%% For P1=P1root, show the joint root + its closeness to a singularity of g

% Make shortcuts

F = @(P_2) f(P1root,P_2,E_r,E_w,r_ro,r_wi,r_wo,v_r,v_w);

G = @(P_2) g(P1root,P_2,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo,r_ro,r_wi,v_b,v_r,v_w);

[P2f,P2g,P2limits]=FindP2Roots(P1root,E_b,E_r,E_w,r_bi,r_bo, ...

r_ro,r_wi,r_wo,v_b,v_r,v_w,false);

N=1000;

if ( isfinite(P2limits(1)) && isfinite(P2limits(2)) );

P2=linspace(P2limits(1),P2limits(2),N).’;

if ( isfinite(P2limits(3)) && isfinite(P2limits(4)) );

P2=[P2;linspace(P2limits(3),P2limits(4),N).’];

end

figure(4)

plot(P2*1e-9,F(P2),’b-’,P2*1e-9,G(P2),’r-’);

grid on

axis([P2(1)*1e-9 P2(end)*1e-9 min(F(P2)) max(F(P2))])

legend(’{\itf}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)’,’{\itg}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)’, ...

’Location’,’Best’)

xlabel(’{\itP}_2 (GPa)’)

title([’The functions {\itf} and ’ ...

’{\itg} plotted for {\itP}_1=’ ...

num2str(P1root*1e-9) ’ GPa, \delta_w=’ num2str(delta_w) ...

’^o and \Delta{\itl}= ’ ...

num2str(Delta_l) ’ mm’])

print(’-depsc2’,[PlotFileNameStart ’fgJointRootLinPlot’])

figure(5)

plot(P2*1e-9,G(P2),’r-’,[P2root,P2root]*1e-9,[min(G(P2));max(G(P2))],’g--’);

axis tight

xlabel(’{\itP}_2 (GPa)’)

title([’The function ’ ...

’{\itg} plotted for {\itP}_1=’ ...

num2str(P1root*1e-9) ’ GPa, \delta_w=’ num2str(delta_w) ...

’^o and \Delta{\itl}= ’ ...

num2str(Delta_l) ’ mm’])

legend(’{\itg}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)’,’Joint root of {\itf} and {\itg}’, ...

’Location’,’Best’)

print(’-depsc2’,[PlotFileNameStart ’gSteepness’])

%% Zooming in on the last plot of g for P1=P1root =========================
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figure(6)

Ymin=-1e7;

Ymax=1.5*max(G(P2));

%plot(P2/P1root,G(P2),’r-’);

plot(P2*1e-9,G(P2),’r-’,[P2root,P2root]*1e-9,[Ymin;Ymax],’g--’);

grid on

axis([P2(1)*1e-9 P2(end)*1e-9 Ymin Ymax])

%xlabel(’{\itg}({\itP}_2)7{\itg}({\itP}_1)’)

xlabel(’{\itP}_2 (GPa)’)

title([’The function ’ ...

’{\itg} plotted for {\itP}_1=’ ...

num2str(P1root*1e-9) ’ GPa, \delta_w=’ num2str(delta_w) ...

’^o and \Delta{\itl}= ’ ...

num2str(Delta_l) ’ mm’])

legend(’{\itg}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)’,’Joint root of {\itf} and {\itg}’, ...

’Location’,’Best’)

print(’-depsc2’,[PlotFileNameStart ’gRootZoomedIn’])

%% Logarithmic plots of f and g for P1=P1root =============================

figure(7)

ind1 = find(P2<P2root);

ind2 = find(P2>P2root);

P2more=linspace(P2(ind1(end)),P2(ind2(1)),N).’;

P2 = [P2(ind1);P2more(2:end-1);P2(ind2)];

semilogy(P2*1e-9,abs(F(P2)),’b-’,P2*1e-9,abs(G(P2)),’r-’);

axis tight

grid on

legend(’{\itf}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)’,’{\itg}({\itP}_1,{\itP}_2)’, ...

’Location’,’Best’)

xlabel(’{\itP}_2 (GPa)’)

title([’The functions {\itf} and ’ ...

’{\itg} plotted for {\itP}_1=’ ...

num2str(P1root*1e-9) ’ GPa, \delta_w=’ num2str(delta_w) ...

’^o and \Delta{\itl}= ’ ...

num2str(Delta_l) ’ mm’])

print(’-depsc2’,[PlotFileNameStart ’fgJointRootLogPlot’])

end
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